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Message from the President
A message from Stephen Mack, Board President

Ahhh! Lake Carroll in
the summer. A great time
for memories. Swimming,
boating, fishing, water
skiing, golfing, trail-riding,
camping, kids camps and so much more.
We live in a truly special paradise.
In these President remarks, I’ll be talking
about:
• Lake including the status of our lake
valve
• Candlelight at Lake Carroll
• Tube Tow relocation
• Campground electric
• Demographics
Lake.
First, our lake. Have you been in it yet?
The swimming is great! The surface
temperature is 75 degrees. Near perfection
for a great swimming experience! Get out
and enjoy it while summer is here.
And if you like clarity, the current view
is nearly 13 feet of depth. That’s about
what we expect in recent years somewhat
influenced by our zebra mussel population.
While many who use our lake enjoy the
clarity, remember too much clarity is not
good.
Clear water encourages more
aquatic plant growth which generally can
survive as low as 21 feet under these
conditions.
In talking to our lake manager, Joe Rush,
clear water is considered good for many
lake property values. That is until the
weeds begin to grow due to that water
quality. This is a cycle that cannot be
avoided. Keep in mind, as Joe mentioned,
not all aquatic growth is bad. It supports

our lake fishing which is key to any good
sporting body of water.
One area which Lake Carroll monitors is
algae growth. Already, Illinois is putting
out advisories that with hot weather, lake
managements should be aware of the
potential for blue-green algae. In fact, we
are aware of other lakes in our region that
are already experiencing significant issues.
However, compared to other lakes, as Joe
mentioned, “our lake is currently doing
great.” Our lake management and our
Lake Improvement Program which was
initiated four years ago appear to be keys
for why our lake quality is in such good
shape. Still, we should expect hot, dry and
clear water will encourage non-harmful
green algae and aquatic plants to grow
more rapidly in our shallower areas such as
our South Bay (towards Zier Road) and our
East Marina.
Lake Valve.
As a reminder, our lake valve is used to
lower the lake level by about 3 feet below
pool, which is 740’, normally in November
or December. This is done to help those
who want, or need, to make lake shore
repairs. In late 2020, we found our valve
was not opening as easy as it should and
recognized if we continued, it may have
been difficult to close. We had similar
issues years ago and this year our board
approved an engineering firm to look into
what might be needed to mitigate this issue
for the long term, not just a short-term fix.

Continued on page 3
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West Marina - All services and facilities
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President Message Cont...
Our valve, which is now 49 years old, also serves a function of
lowering lake water should it be necessary for the dam’s health.
Last month, our lake and general management had a first look at
potential solutions to this issue. One issue is when we have
reason to suspect the valve may have a problem, we are unable
to proceed to open it until a bulkhead is placed over the inlet
pipe near the deepest part of the lake. That process cannot be
done without significant expertise and risk if the valve has been
opened.
One aspect of our engineering study now includes a redesign
of this bulkhead concept by replacing it with what has been
termed a “guillotine” bulkhead that can be housed above our
inlet pipe to be lowered through the pipe without as much
human intervention or risk. If this concept is realized, it would
be an innovation unique to Lake Carroll.
As to the actual valve, we have taken a detailed look at it with
consideration of either a repair or a replacement. A rebuild of
the value currently has a wide expense margin that is estimated
could run into the $200-400k levels. The higher level assumes
we could rehab the valve but would also include bringing
electric to the site and installing an actuator to control the torque
when opening and closing – issues we have agreed should be
addressed. Our hope is if we rebuild we can realize at least
another 20-30 or more years of usage. Our valve was originally
considered to be a 50-100 year valve. As I mentioned, we are
already at 49 years.
We are also weighing the potential of a complete replacement
as well as including the electric and associated costs. That could
run into the $600k level. Of course, a replacement would offer a
much longer solution. Either way, if we are in the repair process
and find we must move to replace, we have agreed this potential
should be on the table as well. We expect further engineering
details and suggestions over the next month.
Clubhouse and Restaurant.
Our clubhouse is now active with our restaurant partner,
“Candlelight at Lake Carroll.” Since taking over in early June,
only a bit over three weeks ago, we are finding members are
recognizing this partnership has true value.
The consistency in food quality, service, and menu options all
appear to be welcomed. No question, member satisfaction has
been addressed. Our Members Only room is also a great
success. If you have to wait for a table, take advantage of this
benefit. Or, if you simply want to join friends to play cards and
have a drink, feel free to use this room whenever the clubhouse
is open.
If you haven’t heard, Fridays are fish fry nights. This weekly
event is already drawing large numbers to our outdoor patio. All
you can eat fried fish, French fries and coleslaw, and live music
to sing and dance.
If you’ve eaten at Candlelight, you may
have met the new manager, Steve St. Clair, a key part of the
restaurant’s culture and leader of the team. Feel free to say hello
and welcome Steve to Lake Carroll.
Another reminder, please be patient with Candlelight.
Training and working out the kinks, including supply issues, are
still in process. Obtaining ingredients of several of our menu
items continues to be a challenge as we exit the pandemic. Also,
while our restaurant staffing is doing “pretty well,” according to
owner Matt Prescott, we still have room for a few more. If you
know someone who can fit this special culture, please tell them
to contact the manager, Steve St. Clair.
Tube Tow Relocation.
The Tube Tow relocation is in progress now. However,
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moving dirt has much to do with the elements. As Don Aleksy,
our facilities manager, has reminded me rain is not our
contractor’s friend as it adds weight to any load. For example,
last Sunday’s rain prevented work on Monday. At this point, we
anticipate completion of the movement of dirt and grading to be
sometime in early August. Of course, as I mentioned, weather
will decide if we can complete on time.
A few statistics you might find fun. The relocation involves
adding more than 16,000 yards of soil to the north side of our ski
hill. That’s equivalent to about 24,000 tons of dirt.
Each truckload can move about 10-12 tons depending on the
moisture of the dirt. So, some quick math – that means our
contractor needs to take nearly 2,200 trips back and forth from
our supply. The dirt came from our Zier Road project in 2019
which added on and extended that silt pond. The silt pond’s
purpose is to reduce sediment from entering our lake and is
showing success. Like everything else, please be patient. And,
expect a mess at times. Dust and some release of dirt is
unavoidable.
Security.
Our security supervisor, Luke Fossett, has also reminded me
that with many machines and people using the roads, please
respect the 30mph limit (on the lake, the open areas are a 40mph
limit). As we all know, our lake mandates a counter-clockwise
traffic direction. If you have guests, it’s important that they
understand our rules and complete our safety quizzes prior to
entering our lake.
Campground.
Potential contractors are currently visiting our campground
site with our engineering bid packet. As we learned in our
pathing process, our campground is significantly under
supported in its electrical needs. Popping circuit breakers and
risks of panel breakdowns has accelerated over the years.
We’ve requested bids from qualified Lake Carroll contractors
and expect numbers in the coming weeks. Once in, how to
release funds to cover this project will be considered. There is
little question this work must be done. Expect to hear more on
this by late July.
Demographics.
In 2020, significant changes were made in the way we operate
our membership databases. We moved from lot driven to
member driven data. With this change, we are now able to view
many
demographics
not
easily mined in previous
years. One component which
we have been analyzing is
member ages. At this point,
our data shows 2031 active
properties with more than
5,000
identified
active
members. In the past, the only
way we could sample our
demographics was through
voluntary surveys. Normally
this method resulted in
significantly less than 1,000
data points.

Continued on page 6
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Update on the ComEd Green Region Grant
By Jim Richards: Lake Carroll Prairie Club

“To preserve and maintain the Sturtevant, for donating and delivering that straw for
prairies and woodlands of Lake Carroll mulching!
to improve the quality of the Tim Throop had graciously set us up with a hose to the
community's ecosystem"
unit, to facilitate
watering. As with
We planned to plant plugs around the any newly planted
wet area of the site all along. This was material, watering
to establish quickly, native plants that is essential to
will hold the soil in place and filter and maintaining health
and growth until
water coming off the clubhouse parking lot.
Early in April the established. One
our
club
site looked like of
members
this:
to
Much has taken volunteered
hand
water
the
site
place since then.
We ordered over twice a day and did this for nearly two weeks. We then set up
2000 plugs of one impact sprinkler and borrowed a fan sprinkler from
differing
native Jason, our golf pro. This sufficed for an additional week.
species.
Some Jason then indicated that he needed his sprinkler back, so the
appropriate
for club purchased two additional impulse sprinklers to allow
wetland and others complete coverage of the site. Since completion, we have had
suitable for slightly to water several times, as our area is abnormally dry. We
have noted the spiderwort had bloomed as well as some of
drier areas.
The plugs were delivered on June 4 at 11 am. If you the monkey flowers. We look forward to seeing the site when
remember back on that day, it was predicted to be hot and it has fully established.
We thank you again for your native plant purchases from
humid and it was!
Fifteen volunteers turned out to help put the plants in the our club this year. Our objective is to help the ecosystem.
ground. Several came armed with cordless drills, augers, and Doug Tallamy, entomologist and author, suggests even one
spare batteries. As you can see in the picture above, the square foot of native plantings can contribute to our food
ground was a mixture of clay and rock, not an easy web. Think about adding your small plots of natives to his
environment to plant homegrownnationalpark.org website. There is no cost just
over
2000
plugs. document your address onto his map. So far there are 8556
Unlike the picture entries. That is a small way to feel like you are helping our
above, the rain had planet.
shut off and the Our informational and membership brochure is linked here
ground
had
been for you.

baked
to
the
consistency of a brick.
We all persevered
though and planted
over half that day.
You can see in the photo at the left, we began by planting
the wetland plants that love standing water first. Once done,
we continued around the retention pool outwards.
We planted a total of 22 different forbs or wild flowers and
10 grasses and sedges.
In addition, we planted four button bushes, which love a
wet environment and are great for pollinators.
What hard workers and genuinely nice people!
The planting took an additional two days to complete. Once
all the plugs were in, we covered the area in between the
plants to keep weeds down and to better retain moisture
(photo at right). A huge thank you to a local farmer, Denny

Click Here
to Print
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Making Lake Carroll Better Than Ever
By Jennifer Gaughan

Lake Carroll Friends:

As a Lake Carroll member and volunteer, I wanted to acknowledge our friends and neighbors who have graciously
volunteered in so many ways to the betterment of Lake Carroll. Whether it is board or committee meetings, landscaping
clean-ups, fish hatchery work, fireworks displays, or numerous other projects around Lake Carroll, the generosity of our
community has been great. In addition to those who give their time,
Lake Carroll also has many members who have sponsored events
and made significant monetary contributions toward special projects
and needs. Your friends and neighbors at Lake Carroll are indeed a
very generous and giving bunch!
Most recently, the Clubhouse Committee, along with several
volunteers took on the Clubhouse Refresh Project. This endeavor
and its objectives were driven by your responses to the Clubhouse
survey. Since the bar could not be expanded, attention was given to
the Sunrise Room. In addition to the vision, design, and planning,
this project
involved
drywall
repairs,
cleaning,
patching,
painting, and
electrical work. All of this was accomplished through the hard work
of volunteers and employees and at minimal cost. Monetary
donations from generous members, in addition to the Clubhouse
Committee funds, made this project possible.
Now known as the Members Room (formerly the Sunrise Room),
this area is near completion for your enjoyment, relaxation, and
socialization.
With its fresh paint, stunning Lake Carroll
photography from members, new large screen tv’s and lighting, cozy
furniture vignettes, and beautiful décor, this is the place to be! This
family-friendly environment is the perfect place for board games,
cards, book-reading, or watching sports and special programming. It
will also be open for early morning golfers and may just be that perfect
spot for your remote work and
business. Enjoy a drink or appetizer
or simply hang out while waiting for a
seat at the Candlelight at Lake
Carroll.
Under the project oversight of Joe
Unser,
the
volunteer
scheduling/organization by Judy
Czurylo, the design skills and vision
of Beth Loscudo, and the liaison work
from board and committee member
Betty Carrubba, this project was a
true
partnership
between
the
Clubhouse Committee and other
volunteers who graciously gave their
time, skills, and energy toward creating this casual, inviting space for all of Lake Carroll
members. Please enjoy the Members Room. And be sure to thank a volunteer/donor.
Or better yet, become one.
Jennifer Gaughan
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President Message Cont...
Our current data shows a median age of approximately
54 years old. While we are now actively developing this
data, no conclusions can be drawn on membership trends
until we are able to view further data over at least another
3 to 5 years. This is a first step, and a very important step.
Connect & Comment.
Calvin and I will be hosting our next Connect & Comment in July. The date is not yet set. Like our previous
get togethers, we’ll try to offer an informal question and
answer and get to know you atmosphere. These events
are expected to run 1-2 hours and are in person meetings
where we will also offer a zoom connection.
If you are not receiving our association eblasts or are not
on our Members Only Facebook page, please reach out to
our association at 815-493-2552. They’ll help you to get
signed up for this timely information.
Finally, we recognize our Lake Carroll community is
made up of our dedicated staff, vast number of committed
volunteers and appreciative members who believe in what
we all aspire to be. Never forget, at Lake Carroll we are
all part of a truly Premier Lake Community.
As an aside, our board meeting covered an expense request for our roads. That request was partial and we
should have an additional piece in the next 1-2 weeks. We
will be holding a special board meeting to discuss that second road request. With that in mind, our next board meeting after this special meeting will be in August.

Happy Trails Lake Carroll!

CLICK HERE to join the Lake Carroll
-Members Only Facebook Page

Interested in Running
for the LCA Board?
There are 3 positions open on the Board this
year. If you are interested in running, petition
information and forms will be available at the Steve
Mack,
Did You Know?
LCA Office as of Monday, August 2, 2021. Presi- By Luke Fossett, Security Supervisor dent,
Candidate Petitions must be turned into the
All garbage receptacles must be returned to residence within
Admin Office by 1pm, Tuesday, August 31,
24 hours of garbage pickup. All garbage must be placed in a
2021. Ballot name order is determined by the proper receptacle to avoid the garbage being distributed throughorder in which Petitions are time stamped.
out the area by local wildlife. Moring disposal offers receptacles
and residential garbage service that will return your receptacles
Please refer to your By-Laws booklet to see to your property. This information is located in the Lake Carroll
Governing Documents Title V. Rules and Regulations, Chapter
what being a “Board Member” entails.
50.06 (F) (2).
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Security Notes

By Luke Fossett, Security Supervisor
Lake Carroll Security
can be reached
24/7 at 815.275.6122

House Checks - 2585
Amenity Checks –873
Service Calls - 299
Complaints - 19
Vehicles Checked-2023
Boats Assisted- 14

Ambulance Calls - 3
Deliveries - 79
Assist Motorists-5
Alarms - 4
UTV’s / ATV’s Checked- 142
Fishing License/Creel Limits
Checked-54

4th of July Holiday went well from a security standpoint.
There was report of a UTV rollover on the trail system Security
responded to the area and there were no UTV’s in the area.
During 4th of July holiday, the security department issued 8
citations and 61 written and verbal warnings, checked 1397
vehicles at the marinas and pool, checked 103 ATV’s & UTV’s
and assisted 112 boats at west marina and 14 boats on the water
and responded to 3 ambulance calls.
We have been experiencing a higher-than-normal number of
complaints about loud music in the swimmer’s bay area. Please
be respectful to the homeowners that live in that area and
realize that sound travels exponentially on water. Also, the
words in the music being played contain adult language, there
are always small children in the area please be respectful.
Boat slips, please double check and verify you are in the correct
slip that has been assigned to you. It is frustrating for security
when we have to spend a significant amount of time trying to
get boats to their proper slips.
Overnight parking of boats on greenway docks is prohibited.
Reminder there is no fishing or swimming in the spillway
area.
PARKING UTV/ATV AT WEST MARINA
When parking your UTV/ATV at the West Marina area please
make sure that your machine is parked in an area that does not
block or obstruct people from going to, or leaving the boat
docks.
HUNTERS
Existing hunters and any interested new hunters the annual
mandatory Wildlife Management Meetings will be August 7th
and August 22nd at 9:00am at the lodge.
WAKE BOAT OPERATIONS
Boaters, please have all guest aware and understand the
concept of No Wake Buoys and proper direction of travel on the
lake also any person operating a watercraft must have a passed
the Lake Carroll Safety quiz and carry the accompanying
certificate. The security department will be monitoring for these
violations.
53.05 WATERCRAFT, (C) REGULATIONS (22) Operation
of
wake
surf
boats
should
be
as
follows:
1. If your wake is to your port (left) side, you shall drive closer
to the shoreline buoys to allow your wake to disperse to the
middle
of
the
lake.
2. If your wake is to your starboard (right) side, you shall drive
closer to the middle of the lake to allow your wake to disperse
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before
hitting
the
shoreline.
The security department received several near miss complaints
of wake boats swamping other watercraft and not following the
regulation above, please follow safe boating practices.
ATV/UTV
ATV operators, the security department will be checking the
widths of UTV’s using the trail system, if your machine is too
wide (over 64 inches), please do not be argumentative or
combative with the security officer, this regulation has been in
place for 7 years. Please stay on the designated trail, do not
follow tracks away from the trail system. Do not cross private
lots while driving.
RULES & REGULATIONS
I would like to encourage everyone to view the Lake Carroll
code of Ordinances.
A couple minutes reviewing the rules and regulations can
make every one’s experience more enjoyable at Lake Carroll,
not knowing a rule is not an excuse to violate one.
I would like to wish all the property owners and their guests a
safe and enjoyable summer season and DON’T FORGET TO
YEILD TO YELLOW!!
If you have any questions, complaints or compliments please
feel free to contact me at (815) 493-2552 ext.118 or e-mail me
at lfossett@golakecarroll.com.
If the security department can be of any assistance to you, we
may be contacted 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at (815) 4932599 / (815) 275-6122.
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Adventure Camp Session 1=SUCCESS
The children of Lake Carroll spent a week traveling back “Rave reviews for the camp. Thank you, Donna! Obthrough Medieval Times during Session 1 of Adventure stacle course was outstanding. Painting their crafts.
Making friends. I’ve heard they were shy on the first
Camp and here is what they had to say about it:
day. Now – loud, excited, and comfortable. Anthony
“I wish we had camp every day of the whole year.” loves the teachers and that says a lot!” Steve Mack, 2831
Eloise Tipton, age 6
“Thank you for a fun week of camp. It was awesome.” Thank you for sharing your children and grandchildren
with us! The staff had as much fun as the kids did!
Brody Johnigk, age 10
“The teachers were 100 % good.” Anthony Regillio, age Making Memories to Last a Lifetime,
Donna & the Adventure Camp Crew
6

“I liked how we did the crafts, the games that we play,
and the camp adventure song! All kids should come.”
Addison Kashner, age 9
“It was fun how we played games, arts and crafts, and
played outside. My most favorite parts was the dragon
because we could scare people, especially mom.” Molly
Kashner, age 6
It is our hope that camp will provide the children with a
variety of crafts, activities, and games in a safe and fun
environment. Parents/Grandparents shared their praise and
appreciation too.
“I want to give a big shout-out to Donna Alesky and her
crew for the Adventure Camp my grandson attended
last week. He had such fun; the projects were very creative and the activities engaging. It takes a tremendous
amount of work to keep children of various ages (4-7)
engaged and they did just that. They gifted my grandson with wonderful memories, and I can't wait to bring
the 4-year-old up in two weeks for his turn! Thank you,
Donna and crew!” Gayle Smolinski, 25-9
“Miss Donna and crew – Thank you for making an ordinary summer week AMAZING! We appreciate the
time, effort, and energy put in! This was an incredible
experience, and we are grateful for the opportunity.”
Brett & Traci Johnigk, 5-16

“Miss Donna, I wanted to pass along my gratitude for all that you and the rest of the counselors are doing at Adventure Camp to make it
so fun! Reid comes home happy and tired every day. This was our first time trying out
camp, and he's already asking for more.” Abby
Sturtevant, 26-45
15102-C IL Rt 73
Shannon, IL 61078

21-78 Lake Carroll Blvd.
Lake Carroll, IL 61046

815.493.8930
lakecarrolltom@aeroinc.net
mylakecarrollrealty.com

815.493.SOLD (7653)
juliewenzel@remax.net
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Wild Parsnip

By Joe Rush, Lake Manager
I’d like to take a moment and introduce the membership to a nasty little invader in the fields of Lake
Carroll. It’s called “Wild Parsnip”. It is a non-native invasive from Europe that was brought here for
cultivation but escaped to invade native landscapes throughout North America.
Most important to our membership is that this plant is actually quite dangerous to you. The fluids
produced by the plant are considered toxic to your skin, producing a dermal rash and severe blisters. This condition is
known as ‘phyto photo dermatitis’. The sap from the plant, once on your skin, becomes ‘activated’ by sunlight, causing
severe blistering and rash symptoms. Before I was aware of this plant, and what it could do to me, I personally was
burned quite severely, and the scars were still on my body all through the winter!
It is very likely you have come across, or will come across, this plant in your adventures at the
lake. It is very prevalent around the lake. It looks like the white Queen Anne’s Lace that we
used to pick for our mothers when we were children, but it has a yellow flowering head.
If you come across this plant you should take caution not to get
the sap on your skin. When mowing or weed whipping be sure to
wear plants, long shirts, and gloves and be sure any exposed skin is
protected.
If you do get sap on you, be sure to wash immediately with soap
and water and try to stay out of the sun. This will not ensure you
won’t get a rash, or blisters, but will aid in having less issue with
the sap. You should contact your physician for assistance but cortisone (steroidal) cremes can help with the pain and healing.
The point of this article is not to make you fearful to be outdoors and to enjoy what nature
has to offer, but rather to educate you to ensure your experiences in the outdoors are memorable… in a GOOD way rather than by a rash or scars you still have at your Christmas or
New Year’s Eve party this winter!

Kid’s Fishing Derby Winners
Ages 3-6 Largest Fish

1st-Evelyn Quies 2nd-Graham Schubert 3rd-Brock Johnigk

Ages 7-10 Largest Fish

1st-Hunter D’Amore 2nd-Gunner D’Amore 3rd-Kayden Grzescak

Ages 11-14 Largest Fish

1st-Savannah Bostic 2nd-Logan Weeber

3rd-AJ Howell

Most Fish Caught

1st-Jonah Schubert 2nd-Hunter D’Amore

3rd-Nathan Benke
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Message from the Golf Pro
By Jason Hill, Golf Pro
Welcome back to summer. With the arrival of June, activities at the golf course are in
full swing. June has come and gone in a
flash, and it was a busy month. We had great
turnouts for all of our outings and tournaments held throughout the month, which included the PC Booster, Rolling Hills Outing,
Father’s Day Scramble, Lake Carroll vs Lena
match 1 and DQ Blizzard Cup for CMN.
Thanks to all who participated in any of these events. June also
was the start of Junior Golf League and the Junior camps and clinics, don’t worry if you missed the June sessions, we have July
Junior Golf Camps still open for signup.
July is another event packed month. With the course being so
busy, making tee times will be very important to everyone wanting to enjoy the course. I have included a full schedule of events
in this article. This month we will have the Mt Carroll Fire Department Outing on July 10th, Realtors Outing July 15th, Spahn
and Rose Outing July 16th, Lake Carroll Big Cup July 17th,
Eastland Booster Outing July 24th, Senior Club Championship
July 25th and the Lake Carroll Ryder Cup Par 3 July 30th and July
31st will be the 27 hole LCA Ryder Cup matches.
I look forward to seeing everyone on the course this summer; let’s
hope for great summer weather.
Jason Hill
PGA Golf Professional
Lake Carroll Golf Course

Lake Carroll Cardboard Regatta Winners
Pride of the Regatta:

Team Spirit:

Getting Our Cray-On–
Anne and Molly Brown

Tinkle Tanic– Eva and
Isla Calcutt

Best Dressed Crew:

Titanic:

Pipi on the Lake-Sophie
and Presley Pacaccio

Naut on Call - John
and Jack Luckey
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Safety First
By Matt Ripplinger, a Member of the Safety Committee
July’s article is a must read if you are going to own and
operate a boat on our lake, or be a passenger in a boat on
Lake Carroll.
Don't overload your boat, know the capacity. Make sure
you have lifejackets for every person in the boat, and
make sure they are the appropriate size for each person.
Children MUST be wearing their lifejackets; it’s a State
law.
If you are pulling a skier or tuber, it's a good idea to
have either your spotter, or someone else on the boat,
preferably a good swimmer wearing a life jacket and
ready to jump in the water at a moment’s notice. What if
injury would occur to the person you are pulling? Are you
ready to immediately have a person or two jump in the
water and save their life? Many people don't think of that.
Everyone is using the required orange safety flags, and
that's great. One flag up if you're pulling someone behind
your boat and two flags up when that person has fallen
into the water.
Now when you're following someone pulling a skier or
tuber, do not follow very closely, nor follow directly behind them. If they should fall in the water, you may not
notice them quickly enough and could cause some serious
injury.
If you have a jet ski and you are allowing a visitor to
ride it, please give them the proper instructions on our
lake safety rules such as our no wake zone's, speed limit,
and our counterclockwise direction of travel rule.
If you are out for a leisurely ride, as most people are,
please be very aware of people pulling tubers or skiers and
jet skis. All these crafts may be making sudden and unexpected turns in front of you; NEVER follow too closely.
After you've had your fun let's talk about taking the boat
out of the water. Many people have a real problem with
this. First of all, have all your passengers get out of your
boat before you try and put it on the trailer. This will
make the boat lighter and easier to slide onto the trailer.
For the person standing in the water hooking the winch
strap onto the front of the boat, please be aware that the
takeout areas can become very slippery. You don't want to
slip and slide down underneath the trailer.
What if you're just pulling back into your boat slip and it
is very windy ...what do you do? Try to go into the wind
when you're pulling into your slip. That might mean pulling into the marina area and going past your parking area,
only to turn around facing the wind and then pull into
your slip. Keep the wind blowing in your face and you
will have better control. When the wind blows against
your back, the wind has more control over your boat.
Once you're pulling in, it seems that half the people want
to help you get the boat docked, and the other half stand

up and scurry around to find shoes and whatever else they
brought with them, preparing to exit the boat. This causes
confusion and the captain of the boat cannot see where
they are going. Best to ask everyone to remain seated and
have one person stand up and either throw a rope to the
people on the dock to help you, or grab one of the poles to
pull the boat close enough to the dock to tie up. Whatever
you do, please do not sit on the very front bow of the boat
or stand on the front swinging a docking pole around trying to hook onto something. You are destined to fall in the
water right in front of the boat, or worse yet between the
boat and the pier = Instant Disaster.
In closing, have respect for the boat owner. Don't just
exit the boat and run for your car. Stop and ask if you can
help cover the boat or carry anything to the car or house?
You might ask the captain if he or she would like some
help snapping the cover back onto the boat. It's much easier with another pair of hands to help you.
Boat registration stickers from the State expire on June
30th. Your sticker is good for three (3) years. Have you
looked at yours? Be sure to renew it in time that you don’t
have a lapse in your registration. Also, be sure to provide
a copy, or stop by the office, so they can update their files.
Please be careful if you’re drinking alcoholic beverages
and boating. Hot sun and alcohol can be a deadly combination. Just so you know, occasionally the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) patrols Lake Carroll.
They have the authority to arrest for DUI.
Let's all have a fun boating season, and let's all stay
safe!

2021 Fishing

Tournament

Schedule

Saturday, July 24

7pm-Midnight

Night Tournament

Saturday, August 21

6am-Noon

Saturday, Sept 11

7am-1pm

Saturday, October 2

7am-1pm

Classical Invitational

Saturday, October 3

7am-1pm

Classical Invitational

2021 Bass Fishing
Tournament Rules Click Here
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The LCA Aquatic Team is Diving in to Make Your Experience Top-Notch!
Donna Aleksy, Recreation Director

We may have fewer lifeguards than we would like but the ones we have are creating a safe, fun,
and friendly environment for our members and their guests!
When asked what they liked about working at Lake Carroll here is what they had to say:
“I love teaching swim lessons.” Terry Howe
“I love watching the families come out and have a blast. That is my favorite part about
working at the pool. I also like bonding with our team of lifeguards. It is all what makes Lake Carroll a great
place!” Dean Ramsbottom
“My favorite part about working at Lake Carroll pool is getting to know the
families. It is a fun environment, and everyone is enjoying themselves!”
Sarah Rourke

“My favorite thing about working at the pool is getting to watch people enjoy the wonderful facilities and I love working to make sure all the members
and families of Lake Carroll are safe!”
Jane Marlott
“My favorite part about working at the
pool is getting to know the kids in swim lessons and seeing them getting better at
swimming. I also love working with the other lifeguards and getting to know them better as the summer goes on!” Norah Roberts

Jane Marlott

“What I enjoy about working at the pool is
getting to know how awesome the people in
the community are. Being new, it is great to
talk to people and make this place feel more
at home for myself.” Kate Dunlap
“My favorite part about working at the
Lake Carrol pool is being part of an amazing team and getting to see so many families having fun and making memories while
at the pool!” Brycelynn Smith

Brycelynn Smith
“This is my first year at Lake Carroll and
my first year as a lifeguard, so I wasn’t quite sure what to expect. I love
working at Lake Carroll because it is very family friendly and a great environment to be around. It also helps that I work with such a great team!”
Mya Taylor
Whether they came to us through the Facebook ad, a recommendation from a
friend, or they are a 4th generation lifeguard at Lake Carroll, we are fortunate to
have them. So, the next time you are at the pool let them know you’re happy
they’re here!
See you at the Pool,
Donna

Mya Taylor
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Our Lake and the 2021 Drought
By Joe Rush, Lake Manager

As we prepare our final steps for the upcoming weekend, we’re excited to see good weather in the
forecast for our members to enjoy all Lake Carroll has to offer. Please take time to get out and enjoy
our lake. We have gotten so many compliments this year about the conditions of the lake and we’re
grateful for that positive feedback. But I’d like to remind our members that our lake is a NATURAL system, not a
swimming pool, and because of that we are subject to environmental influences.
Influences like the extreme drought, and higher temperatures we’ve experienced this year. With these influences,
lakes can have above average plant and algae growth, and that appears to be where we are right now. Lake levels can
drop, but we’re currently maintaining right at pool, but will likely drop a few inches over the weekend without more
rain. As you can guess, drought, heat, and rain are things we don’t control, and contribute to this natural system.
However, we have worked diligently on harvesting and clean up of all areas of the lake, and have done a great job,
which is evident by all the positive feedback that’s been given. The recent rain events we’ve had have put a ‘shot in
the arm’ for growth this week.
We will continue to monitor, and clean up algae mats where present, but the harvesters will not be able to be out
over the holiday weekend due to boater traffic and safety of the equipment, drivers and members. They will be out
tomorrow morning, then be removed for the Holiday.
Lastly, please respect one another and treat each other with kindness and courtesy this weekend. A little effort to try
and care about your neighbors and fellow members can go a long way to a busy weekend being safe and enjoyable for
all.
Lake Manager
Joe Rush

Wildlife Committee Seeking a Member
If you are interested, please log on to complete the Committee Application Form and
send it to ae@golakecarroll.com. Forms are also available at the Admin Office.

Catch of the Day
LCA Lake Manager, Joe Rush, invites Members to
submit photos of the LC fishing catches. It doesn’t
matter if the catch is big or small, he enjoys seeing
them all. Send your “LC Catch of the Day” to
jrush@golakecarroll.com. Happy Fishing!

Chace Conforti with PaPa John Lewandowski

